
Calculus II 
MAT 146 

Integration Applications: Probability 
Calculating probabilities for discrete cases typically involves comparing the 
number of ways a chosen event can occur to the number of ways all possible 
events can occur. When the cases involve an infinite number of possibilities—
when the function associated with the probability is a continuous function—we 
will need to call on the definite integral for help. 
 
Through these notes, we first review aspects of probability with which you ought 
to already be familiar. In so doing we introduce some terminology that we’ll need 
for the continuous case, which is the primary focus of our study of probability as 
an application of integral calculus. 
 
Introduction: Probability for Discrete Cases 
Imagine rolling a typical 6-sided die. What are the probabilities associated with the 
outcomes of this action? 
We write that P(x = C) = 1/6, where C is from the set {1,2,3,4,5,6}. The variable X 
is called a random variable. Here, X can take on values 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6, each 
equally likely to occur. 
We can represent this with a table . . .  

X = x 1 2 3 4 5 6 
p(x) 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 1/6 

. . . and with a plot: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each of these represents a probability distribution for the random variable X. The 
set of all possible outcomes in a probability situation is called the sample space. 
 
 

x = 1 x = 2 x = 3 x = 4 x = 5 x = 6 
values for the random variable X 

p(X = x) 

1/6 



Here is another example: A two-player game involving the tossing of two coins. 
• If the two coins match, you pay me $2. 
• If the two coins differ, I’ll pay you $1. 

What could happen? Here are the possibilities for the coins, where H represents a 
coin landing head up and T represents a coin landing tail up. 

H and H 
H and T 
T and H 
T and T 

 

These	  are	  the	  
outcomes	  that	  
comprise	  the	  
sample	  space.	  

 

P(HH)=1/4 
P(TT)=1/4 
 
P(1H,1T)=1/2 

 

a	  match	  
 

not	  a	  match	  

Here is a plot of the 
probability distribution 
for the game outcomes. 
 
Here, we have joined 
elements from the sample 
space to form events. 
 
What are the long-term expectations for this game? Who’ll come out ahead, you or 
me? 
 
We can compute the expected value (here, average winnings) to answer this. The 
calculation of expected value weights each outcome according to its probability 
and its numerical result. We know, in our game, that 

P(2H) = ¼, P(2T) = ¼, and P(1T,1H) = ½. 
Now, use these probabilities as weights that affect my potential gain or loss: 
 
Expected gain / loss = P(2H )( ) gain / loss if 2H( )+ P(2T )( ) gain / loss if 2T( )+ P(1T,1H )( ) gain / loss if one each( )
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This result is called the expected value, represented as  E(X). In general, 

E(X) = p(xi ) ! xi
i=1

n

" . 



For our game, E(X) = $0.50. This indicates that if I continue to play this game 
forever, I’m likely to average a gain of $0.50 per play. 
For the die roll situation, 

E(X) = p(xi ) ! xi
i=1
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The die-roll and coin-toss situations illustrate discrete random variables. You can 
count outcomes and can use those counts to answer questions such as, “What is the 
probability of rolling an even number with a fair die?” or “What is the probability 
of getting two heads and a tail when three coins are tossed?” 
 
Other probability situations are continuous situations. These situations present an 
infinite number of outcomes. Situations involving measurement (height, weight, 
length, time, and so on) as well as questions asking, “How much?” are often of a 
continuous nature. Here are examples of some continuous random variables. 
 

descriptions	  of	  continuous	  
random	  variables	  

Probability	  distributions	  (plots)	  
for	  these	  random	  variables	  

the set of random numbers 
between 0 and 1 

 

heights of ISU students (inches) 

 



time waiting in line at a customer 
service counter (minutes) 

 
As shown here, we can represent  these continuous random variables as functions 
on a two-dimensional coordinate system. In the context of probability, we call 
these probability density functions (pdf). 

Characteristics	  of	  a	  Probability	  Density	  Function	  f(x)	  
f (x) ! 0  The probability at a point can never be negative. 

f (x)
!"

"

# dx =1  All probabilities must sum to 1. 

Because a continuous random variable has an infinite number of outcomes, we 
cannot simply carry out counting tasks and create ratios to generate probability 
statements. How, then, do we calculate probabilities for continuous random 
variables? We represent the probability as the area under a curve—under some 
portion of the entire probability density function—and then calculate that area. 
 
Example 1 
Suppose we know that the heights of 
ISU students can be represented as a 
continuous random variable x where 
h(x) is the probability density 
function, with graphical 
representation shown here. 
 
Represent each probability using (i) appropriate probability notation, (ii) a definite 
integral and (iii) shading the corresponding area under a pdf. 

a) the probability that the height of an ISU student chosen at random is 
between 60 inches and 70 inches 

b) the probability that the height of an ISU student chosen at random is 
84 inches or more 

c) the probability that the height of an ISU student chosen at random is less 
than 62 inches 
 



Solutions 
Heights	  (inches)	  of	  ISU	  students:	  h(x)	  is	  the	  corresponding	  pdf	  

P(60 ≤ x ≤ 70) h(x)dx
60

70
!  

 

P(x ≥ 84) h(x)dx
84

!

"  

 

P(x < 62) h(x)dx
!"

62
#  

 
Example 2 
Here is a plot that Gervaise claims is of a 
probability density function. 

a) Verify that this plot shows the requirements 
of a pdf. 

b) Calculate the following probabilities. 
i. P(x ≤ 4) 

ii. P(4 ≤ x ≤ 6) 
iii. P(x > 7) 

iv. The value R such that f (x)dx = 1
2R

!

" . R is called the median of the 

distribution. 
 
Solutions 
a) This is a pdf, because the function is never negative and the area under the 

curve sums to 1. 
b) Probabilities determined by calculating areas: 

i. P(x ≤ 4) = (3/20)(2) + (1/2)(2)( 3/20 + 1/20) = 1/2 
ii. P(4 ≤ x ≤ 6) = (1/2)(2)( 3/20 + 1/20) = 1/5 

iii. P(x > 7) = (3/20)(1) = 3/20 
iv. Because this is a symmetric distribution, the median is at its physical 

center. Therefore, R = 4. 
 
 
 



 
 
Example 3 
The function representing the wait time for a cable TV customer-service operator 
to answer your call has a mean µ (Greek letter, pronounced mu) of 6 minutes. 

a) Create a pdf for this situation. 
b) Calculate the following probabilities using your pdf. 

i. P(x ≤ 4) 
ii. P(3 ≤ x ≤ 7) 

iii. P(x > 10) 
iv. The smallest value t such that P(x > t) ≤ 1/100.  

 
Solutions  

a) possible pdf: p(x) = 1
6
e
!
x
6  for x ≥ 0; you can verify that this is a pdf by 

showing that p(x)
0

!

" dx =1and that the mean wait time is

µ = E(x) = x ! p(x)
0

"

# dx = 6 . 

b) Calculate the following probabilities using your pdf. 

i. P(x ≤ 4) = p(x)
0

4
! dx " 0.4866   

ii. P(3 ≤ x ≤ 7) = p(x)
3

7
! dx " 0.2951  

iii. P(x > 10) = p(x)
10

!

" dx # 0.1889  

iv. P(x > t) ≤ 1/100 → p(x)
t

!

" dx # 0.01→ t ≈ 27.631 minutes 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 
A normal distribution is often 
used to represent characteristics of 
a population. It is a symmetric 
distribution, represented by a bell-
shaped curve. 
 
The mean of a normal distribution 
is signified using the lower-case 
Greek letter mu, µ. This represents 
the center of the distribution. The 
standard deviation describes 
chunks of the population centered 
around and eminating from the 
mean. Approximately 68% of a 
normally distributed population is within 1 standard deviation of the mean, and 
approximately 95% of a normally distributed population is within 2 standard 
deviations of the mean. We use the lower-case Greek letter sigma, σ, to represent 
the standard deviation of a population. 
 
A normal distribution has the following probability density function: 

p(x) = 1
! 2"

e
!
x!µ( )2

2! 2  

with mean µ and standard deviation σ. 
 
Example 4 
Suppose that the weights of boxes of Raisin Bran coming off an assembly line are 
normally distributed with µ = 240 grams and σ = 8 grams. 

Then w(x) = 1
8 2!

e
!
x!240( )2

2(82 )  represents this distribution. 

 
a) What is the probability that a randomly selected box of cereal from this 

assembly line will: 
i. weigh between 235 g and 240 g? 

ii. weigh at least 240 g? 
iii. weigh between 224 g and 256 g? 

 
 



b) Based on the information provided and on your calculations: 
i. Is it appropriate for the boxes of cereal coming off the line to be 

labeled with a weight of 240 g? 
ii. How would you suggest altering the production parameters, µ and σ, 

so that these boxes of cereal could legitimately be labeled 240 g? 
Generate at least three different parameter pairs, µ and σ, so that your 
company can be at least 98% certain that a box will be filled with at 
least 240 g of cereal. 

 
Solutions 
a) Probabilities: 

i. P(235 ≤ x ≤ 240) = w(x)
235

240
! dx " 0.23401  

ii. P(x ≥ 240) = w(x)
240

!

" dx # 0.5  

iii. P(224 ≤ x ≤ 256) = w(x)
224

256
! dx " 0.9545  

b) Based on the information and on your calculations: 
i. Is it appropriate for the boxes of cereal coming off the line to be 

labeled with a weight of 240 g? No, because there is a 50% 
probability that the cereal in the box will weigh less than 240 g. 

ii. How would you suggest altering the production parameters, µ and σ, 
so that these boxes of cereal could legitimately be labeled 240 g? 
Generate at least three different parameter pairs, µ and σ, so that your 
company can be at least 98% certain that a box will be filled with at 
least 240 g of cereal. Best bet is to decrease the standard deviation 
(less variation in the weights) and increase the mean (move the 
center above 240 g to better assure the weights will be at least 
240 g). Here are some possibilities. 

suggested	  µ	  and	  σ	  pairs	   associated	  probability	  that	  
cereal	  will	  weigh	  at	  least	  240	  g	  

µ = 250 g and σ = 4 g 
µ = 248 g and σ = 4 g 
µ = 249 g and σ = 4 g 
µ = 248.5 g and σ = 4 g 

P(x ≥ 240) ≈ 0.994 
P(x ≥ 240) ≈ 0.9772 
P(x ≥ 240) ≈ 0.9878 
P(x ≥ 240) ≈ 0.9832 

 


